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Leather Book Map
Paul Topazio ’23
As someone who is passionate about art and who has a decent amount of experience with
graphic design and book cover design (evident in my work on the last three issues of the Holy Cross
Classics Department Journal: "Parnassus"), I figured I could also try my hand at creating the cover for
the third volume of History Department’s Undergraduate Student Journal, Of Life and History. For
this year's design, I wanted to make something that was easily recognizable as a history book, and
preferably one which itself had experienced some age. What better way to do that than incorporate a
world map! The image I designed should be identifiable by nearly everyone, and it also reflects the global
coverage embodied in the contents of the journal.
Additionally, to create the impression that the book itself had aged, I decided to apply a
convincing bonded leather texture to the entirety of the canvas and worked with a faded green and offwhite color scheme to suggest to the reader that the book was older than it really was. I also decided to
include a compass colored with the traditional colors of the Holy Cross Jesuit symbol to fill up some of
the empty space on the cover page. I really enjoyed working on this cover, and I am grateful to the
editorial team for this opportunity to showcase my work!

